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Long tradition
Not new idea.
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Why Unit Visualization?
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Traffic fatality rates by age
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A: weight = col(source("traffic.txt"), name("percent"), weight())
MENT: interval(position(summary.sum(bin.rect(age*weight), dim(1))))
MENT: line(position(age*arcsin))
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Figure 7.14 Histogram of traffic fatality rates by age

Gap Histogram

no problem.
Incidentally, some might argue that making dot plots a defau
for analysis is not a good idea for massive datasets containing num
135 (1999) addresses that point; it is not a prob
tinct values. Wilkinson

Traffic fatality rates by age

mples
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DATA: wt = col(source("traffic.txt"), name("percent"), weight
A: weight = col(source("traffic.txt"), name("percent"), weight())
TRANS: wt = prod(y, 10)
MENT: interval(position(summary.sum(bin.rect(age*weight), dim(1))))
ELEMENT: point.dodge(position(bin.dot(age)))
MENT: line(position(age*arcsin))
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Figure 7.14 Histogram of traffic fatality rates by age
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Figure 7.17Dot
DotPlots
plot on binned data

Unexpected discovery was
possible because it
contained more information
than user originally asked.
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Property

Value

Mean of x in each case

9 (exact)

Sample variance of x in each case

11 (exact)

Mean of y in each case

7.50 (to 2 decimal places)

Sample variance of y

4.122 or 4.127 (to 3 decimal places)

Correlation between x and y

0.816 (to 3 decimal places)

Linear regression

y = 3.00 + 0.500x (to 2 and 3 decimal places,
respectively)
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work well for teaching children the concept of fractions (but not for displaying parts of a
ble manner), unit charts might be useful for teaching children to count,
but for anyone older
If you were a 1st grader who was interested in student drinking habits, this form of display would give you
hey’re not particularly effective. What is a unit chart? The term might
be familiar,
but the data while practicing your counting skills. Of course, relatively few 1st graders
thenot
chance
to understand
een them many times. Here’s a typical example:
are going to find this information useful. This chart was designed for adults—folks who don’t usually need to
practice counting. Here’s the same data displayed as a bar graph.
Breakdown of Students by Drinking Status
0%

Source: E. J. Fox, from a larger infographic titled “#1 Party School”,
based on data from “The Partnership Campus & Community United
Against Dangerous Drinking Annual Assessment Report 08-09”

rt L. Harris in Information Graphics: A Comprehensive Illustrated

Never tried alcohol

6.0%

Tried alcohol, cu rrently don't drink

13.3%

Light drinker

29.1%

Moderate drinker

44.7%

Heavy drinker

6.9%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Total = 100.0%

Now, rather than counting, we can more easily and efficiently use our eyes to compare the lengths of the bars
because visual perception is well-tuned to compare the lengths of objects that share a common baseline, such
as these bars,awith
Reference,
unitspeed
chartand
is precision. So why would we ever use unit charts to display quantitative data?
For some reason journalists seem to love them. Something about their conceptual simplicity seems to appeal
to them, perhaps due to a low opinion of their readers’ intellectual skills.

o communicate quantities of things by making the number of symbols
the chart
The on
simplest
form of a unit chart displays a single row or column of units, rather than a matrix of both as we
saw represents
in the previousten
example. As you can see, a one-dimensional unit chart is simpler to read than a twothe quantity of things being represented. For example, if one symbol
dimensional version. From “Unit Charts are for kids” by Stephen Few
symbols are shown, the viewer mentally multiples ten times five and concludes that the
ols represented 50 actual cars. Simple geometric shapes or irregular shapes such as
cons are generally used. Each provides basically the same degree of accuracy. When the
eometric shapes, the chart is occasionally called a black chart. When pictures, sketches,

Still Journalism loves it.
Why?

Bayesian Inference
Problem

From “Bayesian models of
human learning and inference”
by Josh Tenenbaum

People aren’t Bayesian
• Kahneman and Tversky (1970’s-present): “heuristics and biases” research
program. 2002 Nobel Prize in Economics.
• Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1976): “It appears that people lack the
correct programs for many important judgmental tasks.... it may be argued
that we have not had the opportunity to evolve an intellect capable of
dealing conceptually with uncertainty.”
• Stephen Jay Gould (1992): “Our minds are not built (for whatever reason) to
work by the rules of probability.”

Environment of
Evolutionary
Adaptiveness
(EEA)

• Conditional probabilities
• The probability that a woman has breast cancer is 0.8%. If she has breast cancer,
the probability that a mammogram will show a positive result is 90%. If a woman
does not have breast cancer the probability of a positive result is 7%. Take, for
example, a woman who has a positive result. What is the probability that she
actually has breast cancer?

• Natural frequencies
• Eight out of every 1000 women have breast cancer. Of these eight women with
breast cancer seven will have a positive result on mammography. Of the 992
women who do not have breast cancer some 70 will still have a positive
mammogram. Take, for example, a sample of women who have positive
mammograms. How many of these women actually have breast cancer?

From “Simple tools for
understanding risks: from
innumeracy to insight” by Gerd
Gigerenzer and Adrian Edwards

30

R. Garcia-Retamero, U. Hoffrage / Social Science & Medicine 83 (2013) 27e33

Fig. 2. Accuracy of diagnostic inferences across the three diagnostic tasks by numerical
format, visual aid, and type of participant. Error bars indicate one standard error of the
mean.2. Accuracy of diagnostic inferences across the three diagnostic tasks
Fig.

by
format, visual aid, and type of participant. Error bars indicate one standard e
mean.
The percentage of responses in which participants mistook the

Fig. 1. Visual aid representing the overall number of women at risk, the number of
women who have breast cancer, and the number of women who obtained a positive
mammogram.

sensitivity of a diagnostic test for its positive predictive value was
35% and 21% when information was presented in probabilities and
Thefrequencies,
percentage
of responses
in
which
participants
From
“Visual
representation
ofThis
statistical
information
natural
respectively.
error
occurred
less often mis
when the
information
was presented
numerically
visually
sensitivity
of a diagnostic
test
its positive
predictive
va
improves
diagnostic
inferences
infor
doctors
and and
their
(19%) and
as compared
to information
numerically only
Finally, in
doctors
35%
21%
when
was(38%).
presented
probabil
patients”
by
Garcia-Retamero
and
Hoffrage
committed this error less often than their patients (23% vs. 33%).
natural frequencies, respectively. This error occurred le
Do visual aids improve diagnostic inferences in doctors and
when
the information
was
presented
their patients
beyond the effect
of their
numericalnumerically
skills? Partici- and
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Assessing the Effect of Visualizations on Bayesian Reasoning
through Crowdsourcing
Luana Micallef, Pierre Dragicevic, and Jean-Daniel Fekete, Member, IEEE

Fig. 1. The six visualizations evaluated in our study, illustrating the classic mammography problem [21].

Analysis & Visualization
Examples

1. Chris
Jordan

Picture fragment

DIS 2014, June 21–25, 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada
Type

Artistic

C1: Token

Object / picture
of object

C2: Token Grammar

C4: Assembly model

C3: Environment

1 picture:
= 1 plastic cup, used
on airline flights in the US during
last six hours

Artistic, the assembly model in this
case does not follow the definition
of a monosemic system. The assembly is not described as processing the data, but as providing a feeling about the data.

2D Paper canvas

Cat.1
3 Pictograms:
2. Otto
Neurath

Analytic

Pictogram

= 1 car per 50

people,
= 1 bus per 50 people,
= 1 phone per 50 people

Day=

Unit token type 2

3. Michael
Hunger

Analytic

Lego bricks

15m=

30m=

45m=

Hours spent

Unit token type 1
Color=Week’s day

2D Paper canvas

Cat.2

Color=Project

6h

ys
Da

1h

3D Physical tangible
Lego board

Lego bricks

ID
ID

Color=Categories

e

Analytic

Ti
m

4. Kevin
Quinn

Degree of
importance

ID

Number of issues

60m=

3d Physical tangible
Lego board

Categories of issues

Table 2. Four real world analytic and artistic examples of constructive visualization made from assembling unit tokens, and their respective components.
“Constructive
by Huron et al
.
Picture 1: c Chris Jordan, Picture 2: extracted from [50], Picture 3: c Michael Hunger, Picture
4: c GeneralVisualization”
Motors Cf. http://goo.gl/zMFK6E
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Dust and Magnet by Yi et al.

Kinetica: Naturalistic Multi-touch Data Visualization
by Rzeszotarski and Kittur

Constructing Visual Representations:
Investigating the Use of Tangible Tokens
Samuel Huron, Yvonne Jansen, Sheelagh Carpendale

Fig. 1. Constructing a visualization with tokens: right hand positions tokens, left hand points to the corresponding data.
Abstract—The accessibility of infovis authoring tools to a wide audience has been identified as a major research challenge. A key
task in the authoring process is the development of visual mappings. While the infovis community has long been deeply interested
in finding effective visual mappings, comparatively little attention has been placed on how people construct visual mappings. In
this paper, we present the results of a study designed to shed light on how people transform data into visual representations. We
asked people to create, update and explain their own information visualizations using only tangible building blocks. We learned that
all participants, most of whom had little experience in visualization authoring, were readily able to create and talk about their own
visualizations. Based on our observations, we discuss participants’ actions during the development of their visual representations and

Visual Sedimentation
Samuel Huron, Romain Vuillemot, and Jean-Daniel Fekete, Senior Member, IEEE
Figure 1. Animating from a scatter plot to a bar chart. The top path directly interpolates between the starting and ending states. The
bottom path is staged: the first stage moves points to their x-coordinates and updates the x-axis, the second stage morphs the points into bars.

Figure 2. Animating from stacked bars to grouped bars. The top path directly interpolates between the starting and ending states. The
bottom path is staged: the first stage changes the widths and x-coordinates of bars, the second stage drops the bars down to the baseline.

Fig. 1. The Visual Sedimentation metaphor applied to a bar chart (left), a pie chart (center), and a bubble chart (right).
Abstract—We introduce Visual Sedimentation, a novel design metaphor for visualizing data streams directly inspired by the physical
process of sedimentation. Visualizing data streams (e. g., Tweets, RSS, Emails) is challenging as incoming data arrive at unpredictable
rates and have to remain readable. For data streams, clearly expressing chronological order while avoiding clutter, and keeping aging
data visible, are important. The metaphor is drawn from the real-world sedimentation processes: objects fall due to gravity, and
aggregate into strata over time. Inspired by this metaphor, data is visually depicted as falling objects using a force model to land
on a surface, aggregating into strata over time. In this paper, we discuss how this metaphor addresses the specific challenge of
smoothing the transition between incoming and aging data. We describe the metaphor’s design space, a toolkit developed to facilitate
its implementation, and example applications to a range of case studies. We then explore the generative capabilities of the design
space through our toolkit. We finally illustrate creative extensions of the metaphor when applied to real streams of data.

Figure 3. A multi-stage animation of changing values in a donut chart. Stage 1: Wedges split into two rings. Stage 2: Wedges translate
to be centered on their final position. Stage 3: Wedges then update their values, changing size. Stage 4: Wedges reunite into a single ring.

data graphics [14], suggesting that accepted guidelines for
visualization might also be applied to animation. We revisit these
principles in greater detail later in the paper.

animations into distinct phases. For example, a transition within
SpaceTree might involve first collapsing a subtree, translating the
viewing region, and then expanding newly visible subtrees.
In many cases, the evaluation of animated transitions has relied
on anecdotal evidence, leaving questions as to their actual efficacy.
Some systems, however, have been the subject of formal studies of
animated transitions. StepTree [5], a 3D treemap visualization, uses
animated fading and resizing to “zoom” into subtrees. A controlled
experiment found mixed results in revisitation tasks: one set of users
successfully used navigation shortcuts in animated conditions, while
others made more errors relative to static transitions. Bederson and
Boltman [3] found that animated transitions within a family tree
explorer improved subjects‟ abilities to reconstruct the tree from
memory, evidence of facilitated learning. Robertson et al‟s studies of
polyarchy visualizations [21] found that use of animated transitions

Animated Transitions in Statistical Data Graphics
By Jeffrey Heer, George G. Robertson

2.2
Animation in Information Visualization
Animation in interactive visualization has been a topic of research
for over the last decade and a half. Some research has focused on
systems issues, developing frameworks for applying animation in
user interfaces. Hudson and Stasko [11] introduced toolkit support
for animation and the Information Visualizer [19] enabled animation
and level-of-detail control with a cognitive coprocessor that was
leveraged by a number of pioneering visualizations (e.g., [20]). Other
research has focused on designing animations to facilitate perception.
One approach is to use motion as an additional visual variable within
which to encode data [1]. Another is to use animation to facilitate

Index Terms—Design, information visualization, dynamic visualization, dynamic data, data stream, real time, metaphor

1

I NTRODUCTION

This paper introduces Visual Sedimentation, a novel design metaphor
inspired by the physical process of sedimentation. This process is the
result of objects falling due to gravitational forces and then aggregating over time into compact layers. We show how the physical properties of the sedimentation process can be applied to the design of
effective visualizations of data streams through metaphor: new items
are the equivalent to falling objects, animated by virtual forces, and
aggregating over time in area charts.
Data streams are sequences of typed objects, and are very common
with social networks updates, tweets, emails, network logs, RSS feeds,
or updates in distributed version control systems. The challenges of

nature, followed by an explanation of how it applies as a metaphor for
data streams visualizations. To facilitate the design of visualizations
using this metaphor, we implemented a supporting toolkit; we applied
this toolkit to design and implement case studies of both classical and
novel visualizations based on real-life datasets. Building on the success of these cases studies, we then explore the Visual Sedimentation
design space by modifying the toolkit parameters and creating a group
of variant visualizations. This process of deconstructing the design
space has provided us with creative results that we present. We finally
address technical issues related to the implementation of the Visual
Sedimentation metaphor before discussing related and future works.
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How?

ATOM: Unit Visualization Grammar
{

}

"data": "data/titanic.csv",
"width": 320, "height": 240, "padding": {..},
"layouts": [{
"name": "layout1",
"type": "gridxy",
"subgroup": { "type": "groupby", "key": "Class" },
"aspect_ratio": "fillX",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": false },
"direction": "LRBT", "align": "LB",
"margin": { ... }, "padding": {... }
}, {
"type": "gridxy",
"subgroup": { "type": "groupby", "key": "Sex", "isShared": true },
"aspect_ratio": "fillY",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": true },
}, {
"subgroup": { "type": "flatten" },
"aspect_ratio": "square",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": true },
"sort": { "key": "Survived"}
}],
"mark": {
"shape": "circle",
"color": { "key": "Survived", "type": "categorical" },
"size": { "type": "max", "isShared": false },
"isColorScaleShared": true
}

Root Container

Layout 1

Layout 2

Layout 3

Draw Shape

Design Space of Unit Visualizations
• Visual Space
• Layout
• Unit Representation

Visual Space
SCHULZ ET AL.: THE DESIGN SPACE OF IMPLICIT HIERARCHY VISUALIZATION: A SURVEY
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• Dimension
• 1D, 2D, 3D

• Coord
•
•
•
•
•

Rect
Polar theta
Cylinder
Sphere
Map

Fig. 6. (a) The original 2D Polar Treemap. (b) The 3D Polar Treemap variant “Cylinder.” (c) The 3D Polar Treemap variant “Sphere.” (d) The original
2D Sunburst. (e) The 3D Sunburst variant “Sphere.” (f) The 3D Sunburst variant “Wheel.”

same time, it is a very space saving way of displaying a
rather wide hierarchy that is not too deep. The variant
“Wheel” lessens this effect a little by allowing viewers to
peek inside the visualization from above and below. Yet, to
do so, it sacrifices some of the space that the variant
“Sphere” uses so efficiently.

3.1.3 Spiral Steptree
As the core of this new technique stands a new primitive
which we call a “leaning box.” This is a cuboid with its top
being cut off at a certain angle. Stacking a number of them
on top of each other in a Steptree manner results in them
leaning toward one side of the representation. If the tree is
deep enough, such a visualization starts to curl around
itself, forming a Spiral Steptree as shown in Fig. 7. This
proves to be an extremely space efficient way to display
very deep, but narrow hierarchies. How tightly the
representation curls up can be specified by the cutoff angle
of the leaning boxes.
It is crucial to use a layout method that works well with
this kind of primitive. Otherwise, visualizations like the one
shown in Fig. 4 will be the outcome. The simple layout we
have chosen here subdivides the available space only along
one dimension. This results in something that can be
perceived as an Icicle Plot where the branches are not

shown side by side, but are instead stacked behind one
another. Because it is so compact, this technique is of no use
to inspect individual nodes. It rather provides an overview

Fig. 7. Spiral Steptree that generates dense visualizations of hierarchies.

Layout

Layout

Fill XY Direction

Fill Y, X Proportional
Centered

Pack XY (L->R, B->T)

Plot XY
Fill X, X Proportional
Fill X Direction

Pack XY Random

Pack XY (center->out)

Fill Y, Y Proportional

Fill Y Direction

Fill X,Y Proportional

Pack XY (phylotaxic)

Pack XY Squarified

Fig. 5. Layout Rules: Some examples of different primitive packing rules can be used to fill any container. Fill expands the cell in a specified
direction, while pack densley packs cells in the specified fashion. These in turn can be combined with other rules to create common unit layouts
shown in 6.

existing frameworks, so in this section, we will concentrate primar-

sort the containers based on the count of rows contained within

Layout

Disjoint

Partition
Fill XY Direction
Plot XY Fill XY Direction

Fill Y, X Proportional
Centered

Fill Y, X Proportional
Centered
Pack XY (L->R, B->T)

Fill X, X Proportional

Plot XY
Fill X, X Proportional

Fill X Direction
Fill X Direction

Pack XY (L->R, B->T)

Pack
XY Random
Pack
XY (center->out)

Pack XY (center->out)

Unit representation

Fig. 8. Interactive legends for mapping and selecting based on attributes. Color (left), Size (middle), Search (right)
Fig. 11. Units represented as cards or images allow direct visual feedback as well as unit visualization layouts.

Item details can be brought up for the selected items (figure 9).
Similar items can be selected by clicking on an attribute (categorical attributes are directly selected while numerical categories allows a
range to be interactively selected).
While keyboard modifiers could be used to modify how selections
were adjusted in conventional ways, we also support selection modes
to facilitate touch only interaction. When in a mode, new selections
are combined with old selections using the specified Boolean operator.
Using the available selection methods, it’s very easy to select, for instance, all the people that survived the sinking of the titanic who paid
less than a certain amount for their fare.
4.1.1 Filtering of Selections
Once a selection has been made, the associated units can either be excluded or isolated (everything else filtered out of the view). We use a
staged transition [15] so that items are first filtered from the view and
subsequently rearranged to make maximum use of the available space.
We chose
to eliminate units from the screen in our first implementaFigure 9: PhotoMesa using quantum strip treemaps to group 556 images in 17 directories
tions, though they can also be moved to a separate area on the screen

Let us look at the problem of applying existing treemap algorithms to laying out fixed size

A Grammar for Unit Visualizations Process

Container

Process

Process
Data &
Visual Space

All the passenger in the Titanic
Rect width 640px, height 480px

Process
Data: Bin by class
Space: Fill X Direction

Data: 1st class passenger
Rect: width 180px, height 480px
X: 0px Y: 0px

Process

Data: Flatten
Space: Pack XY

Data: John Doe
Rect: width 10px, height 10px
X: 240 Y: 120

Process

Draw Circle in the middle
of container
Color by Survival

Root Container
FillX, Passenger class
Size : Uniform
FillY, Passenger class
Size : Sum, Shared
Pack
Size : Sum, Shared
1st

2nd

3rd

Draw

Conclusion
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Aggregated Visualization
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A Grammar for Unit Visualization Process
{

}

"data": "data/titanic.csv",
"width": 320, "height": 240, "padding": {..},
"layouts": [{
"name": "layout1",
"type": "gridxy",
"subgroup": { "type": "groupby", "key": "Class" },
"aspect_ratio": "fillX",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": false },
"direction": "LRBT", "align": "LB",
"margin": { ... }, "padding": {... }
}, {
"type": "gridxy",
"subgroup": { "type": "groupby", "key": "Sex", "isShared": true },
"aspect_ratio": "fillY",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": true },
}, {
"subgroup": { "type": "flatten" },
"aspect_ratio": "square",
"size": { "type": "uniform", "isShared": true },
"sort": { "key": "Survived"}
}],
"mark": {
"shape": "circle",
"color": { "key": "Survived", "type": "categorical" },
"size": { "type": "max", "isShared": false },
"isColorScaleShared": true
}

Root Container

Layout 1

Layout 2

Layout 3

Draw Shape
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Thank you.
Questions?
https://intuinno.github.io/unit/#/

Park, Deokgun, et al. "ATOM: A Grammar for Unit
Visualizations." IEEE Transactions on Visualization and
Computer Graphics (2017).
Human
Computer
Interaction
Laboratory

Limitations
• Scalability
• Too many
• Too little

• Visual Clutter

When to use UVP
• To show relative percentage or probability
• To check underlying distribution
• To check outliers
• For the democratic/casual visualizations
• At the beginning stage of exploratory Analysis

Diff with GG
• Generalized Scale

• Scale that returns Single numerical value is from Measurement
theory
• Scale for Visualizations returns subset of frame as an output

• Facet becomes obsolete
• Recursive iteration until leaf container level
• Collision modifier becomes first class citizen
• Dodge/Stack

• Hierarchical sharing of visual properties

is constructed under this system. Figure 2.2 is simply a refinement of Figure
2.1. The internal processes of make a pie are shown in more detail. These internal
processes constitute
the syntax of the grammar of graphics.
Visualization
Process
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Figure 2.2 From
to graphic
From data
The Grammar
of Graphics by Leland Wilkinson 2nd edition

is constructed under this system. Figure 2.2 is simply a refinement of Figure
2.1. The internal processes of make a pie are shown in more detail. These internal
processes
constitute the Process
syntax of the grammar of graphics.
Unit
Visualization
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1:N mapping
between source data and visual marks

Figure 2.2 From data to graphic

Categorization based on mapping type
• N:1 -> Aggregated Visualization Process
• 1:1 -> Unit Visualization Process
• 1:N -> Unit Visualization Process
• Tags
• Isotypes
• SPLOM

